
DESIGNED AND
ENGINEERED
IN THE USA

Original ultra-thin indoor TV antenna with reversible design
FirstStage amplification o�ers the most seamless antenna experience
USB power injector can be plugged directly into a USB port on your TV
Multi-directional UHF and Hi-VHF elements specifically tuned to the frequencies 
broadcast in North America receive TV signals from both sides of the antenna
Engineered using technology developed in the U.S.A.
Full HD 1080p, 4K, 8K UHD, and NEXTGEN TV compatible

Everything you want in an indoor TV antenna

Model: MH-110029
UPC: 855470004139
Range: 60+ Miles
Location: Indoor
Style: Multi-Directional

Assembled Dims: 10” H x 11.5” W x .04” D
Weight: 9 oz.
Color: Black / White Reversible
Includes: 12 ft. Detachable high-performance coaxial cable,
USB power injector, Hook & loops tabs and push pins, Instructions
Warranty: One-Year Warranty

Frequencies: 
UHF 470-608 MHz
Hi-VHF 174-216 MHz
Amplifier Gain: 15 dB

Leaf plus
FIRSTSTAGE AMPLIFIED 
INDOOR HDTV ANTENNA

FIRSTSTAGE AMPLIFICATION
Our FirstStage amplifier is integrated at the base of the antenna where TV signal is at its best, for 
enhanced reception and more TV channels.

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL
UHF/Hi-VHF multi-directional elements receive TV signals from the front and back of the antenna.

LET YOUR TV DO WHAT IT’S MEANT TO
TV is supposed to be fun, not frustrating. Enjoy watching broadcast TV channels for free with the
Mohu Leaf Plus. Easy setup and classic design make this antenna perfect for city, suburban, or 
single-TV homes and compact living spaces like dorms and apartments. 

60
Often imitated, never (really) duplicated – Launched in 2011, this design 
established the trend of paper-thin TV antennas. The Mohu Leaf plus antenna 
o�ers all the benefits of our notorious design with powerful performance thanks 
to FirstStage amplification, located right at the base of the antenna where TV 
signal is at its best, for clear, e�cient, uninterrupted signal boost and filtering. 
Easy on the eyes, this antenna is reversible and paintable to match any space. 
Setup is easy – simply connect the antenna, use a USB port on your TV for 
power, and scan for channels. Enjoy watching TV that’s already free. 


